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Changing times. 

Elizabeth Amelia Bennet was born in 1751 Elizabeth Burrell and married Richard Henry Alexander Bennet age 15. Her brothers 

and sisters all married or became titled. She first lived in Beckenham but 

her husband inherited the Northcourt Estates from his  step brother’s 

family Richard Bull after Elizabeth Bull died in 1809. Richard died in 1814,  

but  Elizabeth continued to live there as her principle residence, as she 

was left a life interest with their two daughters–Lady  Isabella Julia Levina 

Gordon and Lady Amelia Elziabeth Swinburne—being the ultimate       

beneficiaries. 

 

It would seem that Elzabeth Bennet  spent  her final years in London , 

dying in London in 1837 aged 86 and Northcourt became  empty and  

desolate for the last few years of her life. 

Writing in 1833 in  “picturesque illustrations of the Isle of Wight “ Barber 

wrote:- “Northcourt, once the pride of Shorwell, is now piteously          

neglected as to its grounds and embellishmemnts at least“ and Thomas 

Roscoe in a summer tour of the Isle of Wight  wrote :-“we must not forget 

Northcourt ( mrs. Bennettt’s ) now become a comparative wilderness, but 

most lovely in its neglect and desolation–charming in its very loneliness, 

and blooming with a thousand graces amidst decay”. 

 

 

 

General Sir Willoughby Gordon ( Isabella’s husband) had bought out the Swinburne moiety, but he had the Orchards in 

St.Lawrence, a large London property at Chelsea and Scottish Estates so in 1836 put Northcourt, comprising 1736 acres,  up for 

auction.  

It would appear there was some dispute over the level of rents and it never sold, which may have been fortunate as not so 

soon afterwards  their son befriended Lady Mary Blanche, daughter of the Earl of Ashburnham and they married in 1839 with 

Mary Charlotte Julia Gordon being born in 1840. Northcourt then became Lady Mary’s house until her death in 1926, also at 

the age of 86, although in later years she moved to the Orchards , spending time in London and the Scottish Estates.  

Queen Victoria ascended to the throne in 1837 and no doubt the Gordons wanted to make their mark in some way. The Victo-

rians liked order and formality and reflected that in their gardens.  

As described above Northcourt had become piteously neglected and in particular the orangery depicted on various prints no 

doubt was in a perilous state and had become irreparable, so the opportunity to create a new formal garden presented itself in 

its place.  

Parterres strictly speaking are level gardens divided into parts, normally symmetrical. At Northcourt we are most fortunate in 

having the original plans drawn up  initialled by HPG, on 7th September 1841, which one presume must have been Sir Henry 

Percy Gordon. 

We know Sir Henry was a very well educated gentleman, gaining top marks at Oxford in Maths and sciences, and his father was 

a great patron of artists. Through his cousins the Percy’s at Syon and Alnwick and well connected relations and friends he no 

doubt had gained garden design knowledge but his planting scheme shows surprising plant knowledge for a newly married 

man. 

One presumes that this plan was implemented for the 1842 summer and another plan was made in  August 1842 for the 1843 

summer, based upon the experience of 1842.   

This painting in 1822 already shows the   

orangery  looking rather wild. 



We are so fortunate in obtaining copies 

of these plans and grateful that these 

papers were saved by the Southampton 

University library. Other Gordon      

memorabilia were added particularly in 

the 1970’s and 1980’s under the custodi-

anship of Raymond Turley, who put on 

an exhibition at Carisbrooke Castle of 

some of these in 1972. 

Sir Henry with his mathematical mind 

drew the beds to precision, but one won-

ders whether  he was influenced by any 

classical design which he might have 

seen on a grand tour of Europe which he 

must have taken before studying for the 

Bar. The divisions in Sir Henry’s plans are 

clearly shown but the edging is not de-

scribed. The paths would have been 

gravel but were they edged in stone, 

small hedges, or the more common box? 

We think the latter, which was very fash-

ionable, and drawing on many French 

gardens. The French in the 15th century 

reintroduced the concept of parterres 

and knot gardens but of course the    

English swept many of these aside during 

the landscaping times of Kent, Capability 

Brown and Humphry Repton in            

particular.  

Fortunately we have some early paintings (see next page) which confirm that box was planted, which still exist today, but   

photos from the early 20th century suggest that it must have been replanted maybe every 20 years to avoid the hedges ob-

scuring the plants.  

From the top were pinks with red and blue salvias, phlox, lobelia cardinalis in the intervals. 

Right outside Sweet Peas and Dahlias alternately, Rose trees and pPnks in front. Hollyhocks at the two ends. 

Bottom right corner Heartsease and below that Heliotrope & Mignonette. 

Bottom compartments—white Petunia red Petunia, Mignonette with Stocks in the middle, Mignonette and Convolvulus. 

Left hand side–Carnations on outside (do we grow outdoor carnations now ?), Sweet Williams, Poppies, high Verbenas (?), yel-

low lupins.  

Top middle –Heartsease and variegated Geranium. 

Underneath Anagallis and blue Lobelia  

In the four small triangles—Anagallis, blue Lobelia, Campanula, and Nemophila. 

In the outer circle beds scarlet Geraniums, Heliotropes, dwarf Lupins in three rows, Nolana, Onothera . 

Inner circle scarlet Verbena, creeping white Verbena,  creeping lilac Verbena, creeping scarlet Verbena, crimson Verbena 

( reds , white and lilac—is this significant to respect the Queen ?) 

On 7th September 1842 Sir Henry produced a new planting scheme , presumably based on experience, swapping some around, 

dropping dwarf Lupins,  Lobelia, adding Antirrhinums . Nemophila, but Carnations , Pinks, Heartsease being duplicated.  



 We are fortunate in having copies 

of two paintings of the parterre by 

Julia Gordon, Sir Henry’s mother . 

If we study these carefully there 

appears to be missing in both 

paintings one of the central circles. 

The first of these was painted in 

1843 so was there already a change 

from Sir Henry’s plan and maybe the 

spreading Verbena was removed or 

was this artistic license ? 

We call it the knot garden but boxes 

in knot gardens are not level, with 

one low hedge knotting over anoth-

er like rope. Its situation was well 

chosen to be immediately opposite 

the main bay window of the sitting 

room  and the library bay window, 

both of which were created after the 

orangery was pulled down ,         

maximising the symmetry and     

impact. In addition the land rises to 

the South so that the form of the 

parterre can be viewed  well from 

above as parterres should be. 

 

The original planting was mostly with   

annuals, and in looking at the list the 

range of plants is surprisingly varied and 

one is surprised so many varieties were 

available at the time. 

 

It would have been challenging as the 

hedging which seems to be in the 

paintings grew up which would have hid-

den some of the smaller plants like the 

verbenas. 

 
This second painting also by Julia 

Gordon in 1843 shows two rows of 

quartered circular beds but further 

out than the plan and may not be a 

totally accurate record, but shows 

the symmetry from the painter’s 

window.  



So this was bedding out on a complicated  scale , with a lot of labour involved to achieve such a result, but clearly Sir Henry 

and Lady Mary were keen to show off the latest fashion in formal design and plants which had become available. Nearly two 

hundred years later all of these  plants are grown today although Heartease or wild pansy would only be grown for herbal 

use and mignonette for culinary purposes or scent, and carnations are rarely grown outside now. It was a design hardly  to 

maximise colour impact, but clearly would have only worked if the box if used were kept small.  

The picture taken below suggests even in 1897 the principle was maintained, and not only that but there are two central 

quarter circle beds which proves that Sir Henry’s mother did not portray her son’s geometric artistry accurately in her 

paintings. 

The plant labels remain visible  either from the last season or an early sowing despite there being no sign of bud swelling on 

the grand wisteria behind. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thirty years later it seemed as good as new , but it is hard to see how the beds were  planted  although it would appear to 

be of fairly   regular height, but with little sign of the box, yet strictly following Sir Henry’s design. So could the box have 

been replanted every ten years or less? 



The world war took its toll on 

many gardens and by 1960’s 

the box was overgrown but cut 

back heavily. Here seen from 

above as parterres should be ,  

highlighted with the snow in 

2010. The basic shape of the 

parterre remains but the right 

hand box has disappeared and 

the most central quarter square 

arcs have vanished . 

However the box have now 

grown to 18 inches and have 

become very narrow in places 

without any chance of annuals 

surviving– not least because the 

box would absorb so much 

moisture and nourishment. 

We found the the central bed and furthest bed planted with tall Queen Elizabeth roses which we 

found too tall, and removed these, planting Lavender, Catmint and the purple leaved Sage at low-

er level. Purple Tulips are followed by Alliums and then floribunda Roses, notable bonica which has 

a good second flowering, 

So many parterres were 

lost due to the need to 

economise during the wars 

and recessions as bedding 

out was so labour intensive.  

Our own planting was    

certainly not was intended 

but has been relatively easy 

and appealing, but box par-

terres are threatened again 

on two fronts. 



Box blight has arrived at Northcourt and up until last year we have kept it at bay with spraying with fungicide and  seaweed 

extract feed, but the battle is being lost with a more virulent strain discovered last autumn. We should  The next few months 

will tell whether the battle is finally lost. The box moth is yet to arrive but no doubt will follow. What then?  

The alternatives are either cut right down to the ground and hope there are healthy new shoots or dig up and burn. And then 

do we respect Sir Henry’s design?  

Alternatives to box might be Ilex crenata, or Euonymous japonica  or is it necessary even to plant a low hedge to recreate the  

parterre design? But some edging is essential to prevent the paths being soiled. 

Then how do we plant? A variation on Sir Henry’s theme, with more modern varieties? Or a garden of wildflowers as is the 

current fashion. Or like the largest British parterre recreation at Trentham Gardens  with Tom Stuart-Smith and Piet Oudof 

planting schemes?  

I am remined of the honour of sitting on the judging panel for the redesign of Osborne walled garden nearly  20 years ago 

now. EH gave a brief “ a contemporary design using plants available pre 1900 useful for cutting for the house.” Not an easy 

one to interpret. 

I remember the three finalists—Elizabeth Banks ( who later became RHS president ), Za Tollemache of Helmingham Hall  in 

Suffolk and Rupert Golby. The first two proposed formal designs including box parterres. Also on the panel was a young Sarah 

Raven who argued for the much less formal proposal by Rupert which left the glasshouse half open to annual variation, and 

interpretation by the head gardener, then Debbie Goodenough. Debbie was delighted in the choice of Rupert. The other half 

he proposed the triad approach of a repeat of three plants which would come on at different times (like the valerian, agapan-

thus, and then anenomes which followed). Memories of this  panel will no doubt influence us– but one thing for sure I would 

find it difficult to throw out the roses.   

 It will be a sad day after 179 years ! Following are a few examples to get inspiration from. 

The Parterre at 

Wrest park recon-

structed in 1993 by 

English Heritage, is 

a close copy of that 

designed by William 

Gilpin in 1832 

To right the English 

Heritage  reconstructed  

parterre at Kirby Hall, 

being an Elizabethan       

Parterre Anglais using 

just grass and gravel. 

A simple knot garden with intertwining box. 

To right and below. The 

Trentham gardens parterre 

restored to Sir Charles 

Barry’s Italianate design of 

1840, some of the plantings 

by Tom Stuart-Smith. 


